SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS FOR THE FIM X-TRIAL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

1. ANNOUNCEMENT

The Pro Trialsport and the promotion company 2Play are organising the sixth round of the FIM X-Trial World Championship on behalf of the Austrian Motorsport Federation (AMF). The event will be held in accordance with the Sporting Code of the FIM together with relevant Regulations, these Supplementary Regulations, and any final instructions, approved by the Referee. The event must respect the FIM Environmental Code.

The event will be held on Saturday, 21 March 2020 at Arena Nova in Wiener Neustadt (Austria).

IMN N°: 303/07

2. ACCESS

Nearest airport: Vienna Airport
Motorway: A2 Exit: 38 Wöllersdorf
National road: 21 Nearest town: Wiener Neustadt at km: 4km from centre

Arena address: Hotel address:

Name: Arena Nova Name: Orange Wings
Address: Rudolf Diesel Straße 30 Address: Rudolf Diesel Straße 32
2700 Wiener Neustadt, Austria 2700 Wiener Neustadt, Austria
Ph.: +43 2622 223600 Ph.: +43 2622 24380
E-mail: office@arenanova.com E-mail: wrneustadt@orangewings.com

Organiser:

Name (Club): Pro Trialsport
Address: 2640 Prigglitz Nr. 127, Austria
Tel N°: +43 699 1879 2439
E-mail: office@hallentrial.at

3. ENTRIES

In accordance with Article 2.5 fixed Riders must have sent their entry forms for all rounds of the FIM X-Trial World Championship to the FIM Administration. This registration form must have been validated by the National Federation of the fixed Rider concerned in order to be approved.
The one event selected Riders must send the registration form for that Race to the FIM Administration. This registration form must first be validated by the National Federation of the selected Rider concerned in order to be approved. This registration must be received by the FIM Administration before **Friday, 6 March 2020**.

The number of admitted Riders for the qualification is 8 including the 5 fixed Riders of the Championship and 3 selected riders for each Event.

Names of the fixed Riders of the Championship:
1) Toni BOU
2) Adam RAGA
3) Jaime BUSTO
4) Benoit BINCAZ
5) Gabriel MARCELLI

Names of the Riders selected for the Event and assigned order number:
6) Best Event Rider in previous Round
7) Franz KADLEC
8) Marco MEMPÖR

4. VISIT OF THE SECTIONS AND INFORMATION MEETING

The visit of the Sections will take place at **10:00** and will be followed by the information meeting.

5. ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL CONTROLS

The administrative and technical control will take place immediately after the visit of the Sections and information meeting.

Each machine must comply with all the requirements the FIM Trial Technical rules. At the technical control, the Rider must submit his valid FIM World Championship Rider's licence, together with his helmet.

6. START

The starting time and starting order will be established according to Art. 5.12 and to the arrangements below:

The first Rider for the 1st Round will start at: **18:44**
The first Rider for the 2nd Round will start at: **20:33**

A minimum of 10 minutes must be planned between the end of the 1st Round and the beginning of the 2nd Round.
7. SECTIONS

The number of sections will be:

Round 1: 6  Round 2: 6  Runner up Final: 1  Final: 6

8. OFFICIALS

FIM Referee:  David RODGERS  Licence FIM No: 12354
FMNR Clerk of the Course:  Martin SUCHY  Licence FIM No: 12402
FMNR Environmental Steward:  Thomas SUCHY  Licence FIM No: 12226
FMNR Technical Steward:  Alexander HOLZEIS  Licence No: 12561
Chief Medical Officer:  Rudolf WEHRL  Licence No: 12327
FIM Section Observer:  Moreno PIAZZA
Event Manager:  Toni CAMPINS